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ABSTRACT 
Title of Dissertation: THE SOLO PIANO MUSIC OF ROBERT STARER 
Kevin Bradley Ayesh, Doctor of Musical Arts, 1990 
Dissertation directed by: Dr. Roy H. Johnson, Professor, 
Department of Music 
This dissertation consists of a tape recording of the 
complete solo piano music to date of Robert Starer (b. 1924), 
and a supplemental, descriptive essay that is designed to be 
considerably more detailed than the usual booklet that often 
accompanies co111mercial presentations of this type. 
Starer's piano works range from the short to the 
extensive. 
literature: 
He has contributed several genres of keyboard 
sonatas ( one traditional in form, the other 
unconventional.); a theme and variations; fantasies; toccatas; 
a fugue; free forms; and preludes, caprices, and other 
character pieces. 
The large works include the two sonatas, the fantasy-like 
Evanescents, rhe Ideal Self: Fantasy, Variations and Fugue 
on a Song, and Twilight Fantasies. Smaller character pieces, 
of which Starer has composed many, exist mainly in 
collections, such as Five Caprices, Three Israeli Sketches, 
and At Home Alone. Starer is perhaps best known to pianists 
through his instructive compositions; most popular are the two 
sets of Sketches in Color. 
The dissertation includes a biographical sketch of the 
composer and a discography of Starer's solo piano works. 
ii 
PREFACE 
This dissertation consists of a tape recording of the 
complete solo piano music to date of Robert Starer (b. 1924), 
and a supplemental, descriptive essay that is designed to be 
considerably more detailed than the usual booklet that often 
accompanies commercial presentations of this type. 
Only six of Starer's fourteen major piano works have 
been commercially recorded (cf. Discography, page 102); the 
composer has recently released a cassette tape of his 
performance of the didactic work Sketches in Color (Set I), 
and six of the twelve pieces of At Home Alone. This 
dissertation marks the first time anyone has undertaken a 
recording of all of Starer's solo piano music. 
This recording consists of four 7-1/2 inch reels, using 
one side. Leader tape separates each of the works, as well 
as each movement of Sonata. The recorded music, which takes 
two and three quarter hours to perform, is listed below (the 









Prelude and Toccata (1946) 




















































Song Without Words 
Jig-Saw (Twelve-tone canon) 
The Interrupted Waltz 
Chorale 
The Camel and the Moon 
Toccata 






Lullaby (for Amittai) (1952) 
Reel 2 
Three Israeli Sketches (1956) 
1. Pastorale 
2. Little White Sheep 
3. Dance 
Sonata No. 2 (1965) 
Hexahedron (A Figure Having Six Faces) (1971) 
1 . Musingly 
2. Gurglingly 
3. Coolly but not Chillily 




003 At Home Alone (1980) 
003 1. Dialogue With The Self 
029 2. Opening Petals 
051 3. Dreams of Glory 
iii 
068 4. In the Birdcage 
101 5. A Faded Old Photograph 
119 6. Pop-time 
136 7. Herman the Brown Mouse 
147 8. A small Oriental Vase 
163 9. Steps to the Attic 
174 10. Shadows on the Wall 
190 11. Deep Down the Soul 








The Ideal Self: Fantasy, Variations and Fugue 
on a Song (1981) 
Four Seasonal Pieces 
1. As the Gentle Wind 
2. Orange Sun 
3. Leaves are Falling 
4. The Moon on the Frozen Pond 
Twilight Fantasies (1985) 
Reel 4 
001 Bugle, Drum, and Fife 
025 The Telegraph 
038 Syncopated Serenade 









































For Sharp Kids Who Like Flats 
The Lame Horse 
3 + 2 = 5 
Blues 
Crazy Bugle 
The Young Virtuoso 
Sketches in Color, Set 1 
1. Purple 
2 • Shades of Blue 
3. Black and White 
4 • Bright Orange 
5 , Grey 
6. Pink 
iv 






















Sketches in Color, Set 2 
1. Maroon 
2. Aluminum 
3. Silver and Gold 
4. Khaki 
5. Pepper and Salt 
6. Aquamarine 














With Names, Notes and Numbers 
Abe, Gabe, Ada, Fae and Ed 




Evens and Odds 
Up and Down, Right and Left, 
Over and Across 
Darkness and Light 
Adding and Taking Away 
Walking With Two Fingers 
Sliding into Keys 
Twelve Notes Twelve Times 
V 
Five Preludes, Sonata, Sonata No. 2, Evanescents, and 
At Home Alone. were recorded in the Chapel Auditorium at 
Shippensburg University (Pennsylvania), using a Baldwin SD-
10 piano and a Sony recorder, during May and June of 1988. 
The remainder of the works were taped at the home of retired 
American Consul George Phillips in Flat Rock, North Carolina, 
on a German Steinway "L," with a Revox recorder, during the 
spring of 1989. 
Five Preludes, Sonata No. 2, Evanescents, The Ideal 
Self, and At Home Alone were performed privately for Starer, 
who provided valuable comments and suggestions; these 
performances took place at Brooklyn College (February 24, 
vi 
1988) and at the composer's home in Woodstock, New York 
(April 15, 1988). The author also performed At Home Alone 
on a lecture/recital, with the composer providing commentary, 
at the national convention of Music Teachers National 
Association in Little Rock, Arkansas (April 4, 1990). The 
author has performed all of Starer's piano works in public 
at least once (cf. Appendix C). 
This paper's discussion of Starer's piano music 
commences in Chapter II (Chapter I is a biographical sketch 
of the composer) and follows the order of the tape program. 
The major works (those not primarily intended for instructive 
purposes) composed in the 1940's and 50 1 s are examined in 
Chapter II; those works from 1965 to the most recent, in 
Chapter III. Chapter IV discusses starer's instructive 
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ABOUT THE COMPOSER 
Robert Starer is currently Distinguished Professor of 
Music at Brooklyn College and the Graduate Center of the City 
University of New York. 1 Starer has played a variety of 
1 
roles in several cultures throughout his lifetime. His life 
and work, as well as his thoughts and observations on many 
different aspects of music, are documented in his recent 
autobiography, Continua: A Life in Music. 
Starer's musical output is extensive. He has written 
several orchestral works, including three symphonies; chamber 
music; works for band, chorus, and chorus with orchestra; 
solo, double, and triple instrumental concerti; songs; three 
operas; ballets; and music for television, film, and 
Broadway. Finally, of the works for solo instruments, those 
for piano are the most numerous: the piano has been Starer's 
principal instrument since his childhood. 
1. In a personal interview on April 5, 1990, Starer expl a ine d 
that Brooklyn College has seven Distinguished Professors, 
including the actor F. Murray Abraham, the poet Allen 
Ginsberg, and the historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. Each 
Distinguished Professor is recommended by the President 
of the College and approved by a governing body. The 
college has no endowed chairs. 
2 
Starer's music has been said to show the influence of 
the various societies in which the composer has lived. 
Starer acknowledges being told that his music contains 
"elements of Viennese sentiment, Jewish melisma, Near Eastern 
playfulness and American jazz. 112 Maurice Hinson describes 
Starer's music as "a stylistic blend of European, Hebraic, 
and American elements. 113 Dorothy Lewis writes, "the 
character and musical compositions of Robert Starer have been 
shaped by the three culturally and linguistically diverse 
areas of Vienna, Jerusalem, and New York. 113 
Starer was born in Vienna in 1924. He was given piano 
lessons in his home "at an early age, 114 but much preferred 
improvising to practicing his lesson assignments. Starer 
maintained this preference even after he began his piano 
studies with Victor Ebenstein at the State Academy for Music, 
where, at age thirteen, he was one of the youngest students 
ever to have been admitted. His studies there were short-
lived, howeve::::-; in the spring of 1938, a Nazi official 
2. Robert Starer, Continua: A Life in Music (New York: 
Random House, 1987), 205-206. 
3. Maurice Hinson, Guide to the Pianist's Repertoire, 2nd, 
revised and enlarged ed. (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1987), 688. 
3 . Dorothy E. Lewis, "The Major Pi ano Works of Robert 
Starer: A Style Analysis" (DMA dissertation, Peabody 
Conservatory of Music, 1978), 10. 
4. Starer, Continua, 5. 
I, 
entered starer's classroom and ordered the expulsion of all 
Jewish and half-Jewish students. Fortunately, the boy was 
able to emigrate to Palestine a few months later by being 
awarded a scholarship to the Palestine Conservatory (now 
Jerusalem Conservatory). 
starer came under the tutelage of Professor of Piano 
Joseph Talat the Palestine Conservatory. During one of his 
piano lessons, Tal discovered Starer's skill at improvising, 
and he subsequently encouraged his pupil to pursue the art 
of composition. Later, Starer studied composition at the 
conservatory with Oedoen Partos. 
An occasion that was to have a decisive effect on 
starer's career plans came during his performance of 
Scriabin's Second Sonata on a student recital at the 
conservatory. He relates the incident: 
Instead of continuing into the 
recapitulation at the end of the 
development section, I kept returning to 
the exposition and repeating it. After 
I had done this several times, I saw 
myself condemned to repeating it forever 
unless something drastic was done. With 
the courage of despair I improvised an 
ending in the style of Scriabin. 
To my surprise only one person 
noticed: my teacher. It did 
change the course of my life profoundly, 
though, because I decided that evening 
. that the life of the solo pianist 
was not for me . 5 
5. Starer, Continua, 158. 
3 
4 
While earning survival money during his student days, 
starer expanded his musical experiences in many ways: He 
gave piano lessons (but he hated this work); he learned the 
basics of playing the harp in order to fill a vacancy with 
the Palestine orchestra; he served as accompanist to the 
tenor Hermann Jadlowker for several concerts in the region; 
and he accompanied both singers and instrumentalists during 
broadcasts from the Jerusalem radio station. Finally, Starer 
was exposed to Arabic scales and rhythms while notating the 
oud (Arabic lute) improvisations of Ezra Aharoni, an Arab 
folk musician. In Continua, Starer has titled the chapter 
which deals with many of these experiences "Becoming a 
Musician in Jerusalem." 
During World War II, Starer enlisted in the British 
Armed Forces. He did see "some months of routine military 
service, 116 but a good portion of these three years was spent 
performing with the violinist Zvi Zeitlin for Allied troops 
across North Africa and the Persian Gulf region. One of 
Starer's first major compositions (although it was never 
published7), the Sonata for Violin and Piano, was composed 
during this period and performed extensively by the duo. 
After the work's premiere in Cairo, Starer claims that he 
began to be "taken seriously" by the French and English 
6. Ibid., 93. 
7. Lewis, 131. 
newspapers in the region, and this gave him "much 
encouragement and impetus to continue. 118 starer's harp-
playing ability was utilized in a month-long production of 
The Merry Widow at the Cairo Opera House in 1944, but this 
experience, he says, "convinced me that I did not want to 
spend the rest of my working life in the orchestra pit. 119 
In 194 7, Starer came to New York and entered the 
Juilliard School of Music, where he passed his entrance 
examinations and was immediately placed as a graduate 
student. He was awarded a graduate fellowship during his 
second year a ~d was appointed to the Juilliard faculty soon 
thereafter, a position he held for 25 years. In 1957, Starer 
received his United States citizenship. His tenure at 
Brooklyn College began in 1963. Starer has been awarded two 
Guggenheim Fellowships, a post-doctoral Fulbright, several 
grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, a Ford 
recording grant, commissions from CBS television, and an 
Award from the American Academy and Institute of Arts and 
Letters. 
Several years ago Starer listed some experiences from 
his student days which have influenced his musical thinking: 
I not only studied counterpoint l:i la 
Taneyev with an old Russian, composition 
8. Starer, Continua, 93. 
9. Ibid., 36. 
5 
with a disciple of Schoenberg, but also 
learned to play the Oud (an Arabic 
predecessor of the Lute) with a 
gentleman from Baghdad. It was then 
that I learned to hear quarter-tones, to 
appreciate the symbolism of scale 
structure so different from ours, and to 
accept complex polyrhythms as perfectly 
normal. While in later years I 
followed my seemingly natural 
inclination toward Jazz--I had heard 
almost none until I was about eighteen 
--tr..ose earlier years did leave some 
mark on me. 10 
Reflecting on his whole life, Starer recently summarized: 
It appears that I have swum against the 
stream; that I have moved from an old, 
deca ying civilization to a young, 
powerful one, having touched others in 
between. 
How has all this affected me and my 
music? I have probably selected what 
suited me from all the cultures that 
have touched me, and rejected or ignored 
t , t 'b ' t 11 wha. was 1ncompa 1 le with myna ure. 
10. Robert Starer, record jacket notes for The Mus i c of 
Robert Sta rer (Desto DC-7106, n.d.). 




THE PIANO WORKS (TO 1957) 
Starer's piano works range from the short to the 
extensive. 
literature: 
He has contributed several genres of keyboard 
sonatas ( one traditional in form, the other 
unconventional); a theme and variations; fantasies; 
toccatas; a fugue; free forms; and preludes, caprices, and 
other character pieces. The large works include the two 
sonatas, the fantasy-like Evanescents, The Ideal Self: 
Fantasy, Variations and Fugue on a Song, and Twilight 
Fantasies. Smaller character pieces, of which Starer has 
composed many, exist mainly in collections, such as Five 
caprices, Three Israeli Sketches, and At Home Alone. Starer 
is perhaps best known to pianists through his instructive 
compositions; most popular are the two sets of Sketches in 
Color. 
In her dissertation, which deals primarily with the two 
sonatas and Evanescents, Dorothy Lewis describes Starer's 
compositional style as follows: 
Starer's music synthesizes many 
styles. He uses chromaticism, post-
tonal harmony, irregular meter, 
orientalisms, jazz idioms, modality, and 
elements of aleatoric technique 
[aleatoric elements occur in only three 
works composed within a ten-year 
period], all within a basically 
homophonic framework. Often starer 
writes with contrapuntal detail, either 
interwoven with the homophony, or else 
as a contrast . 12 
She cites the following composers as having influenced 
Starer: Debussy, Schoenberg, Berg, Webern, Bartok, 
Hindemith, Stravinsky, and Cage. 13 In addition, the 
influence of George Gershwin is apparent in starer's first 
piano piece, Prelude and Toccata (1946). It is puzzling 
that The New Grove article on Starer states that it was not 
until coming to the United States ( in 194 7) that Starer 
"first heard and accepted jazz. 1114 One can easily hear the 
influence of jazz in Prelude and Toccata, which was written 
before Starer came to the United States. Starer confirmed 
recently that the statement in The New Grove is "wrong"; 
that he did indeed hear much jazz--live and in recordings--
during his army days in Cairo and Jerusalem, and that he 
12. Lewis, 23. 
13. Ibid. 
14. Dorothy Le~is-Griffith [who is the same person as Dorothy 
Lewis], with Bruce Archibald, "Robert Starer," The New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. 
Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), XVIII, 296. 
8 
----- ~-... -- _____ _.., _, ___ -
9 
watched many Glenn Miller movies as well. starer even 
labeled Prelude and Toccata his "Gershwinesque piece. 1115 
Ninth chords, syncopations, and a blue note16 (Example 
1, measure 2, third quarter, B-natural [enharmonic C-flat]) 
are found in the opening measures of the Prelude (Example 
1) . 
Example 1. Prelude (1946), measures 1-11. 
So.•l-rnufc 
15. Telephone interview, September 28, 1989. 
16. In this paper, the term "blue note" indicates the flatted 
third, fifth, or seventh degree of the major scale. 
Starer approved the use of this term for the notes 
indicated in Examples 1, 2, and 11 (pe rsonal interview, 
April 4, 1990). 
10 
sextuplets in measures 6-8 enhance a feeling of jazz 
improvisation. The Toccata, marked "Allegro assai e molto 
ritmico," is highly syncopated: in its "Meno mosso" section, 
a fragmented melody containing a blue note (Example 2, 
measure 2, right hand, second dotted quarter, E-flat) is 
accompanied by a rolling ostinato pattern. At the end of 
Example 2. Toccata (1946), measures 102-117. 
f: .. 
11 
this p assage, a two-measure phrase of parallel major chords, 
alternating at the interval of the third (Example 2, fourth 
system, measures 3-4, right hand) and still accompanied by 
the ostinato, is similar to a pattern found in Gershwin's 
second Prelude (Example 3, measures 2-4, right hand). 
Example 3. George Gershwin, Prelude II, measures 45-48. 
Starer's second piano work is his first set of 
character pieces, the Five Caprices ( 1948) . Of his seven 
majors t · 1 F' c · d F' es of character pieces, on y ive aprices an ive 
~ possess a generic, non-descriptive title; these are 
also the only sets in which constituent pieces are untitled. 
In the first caprice, which Hinson has termed a "light 
scherzando, 11 17 opening material in 2/4 meter appears later 
in 6/8; the tempo increases slightly from moderate to 
alleg retto (Example 4). The texture of the second caprice 
is th e most dense , and its tempo (Adagio) the slowest, of 
the set (Example 5). The third caprice begins as a two-
Vo' 
lee fugato; 
the sub' Ject, 
later, the imitative counterpoint ceases, and 
doubled at the octave, is stated within a more 
17 H' · inson, 688. 
.. . :, 
f ·; ,, 
f, ' ' 
l,·t ,. !' 
~. I ' ' ,,1 
irt :;; 
12 
Example 4. Caprice No. 1, measures 1 and 24. 
Example 5. Caprice No. 2, measures 1-6. 
Example 6. Caprice No. 3, measures 1-6, 37-39. 
homophonic texture (Example 6). The fourth caprice, with 
its syncopated melody and pianissimo, staccato 
accompaniment, seems to be the most light-hearted of the set 
(Example 7). The final caprice (Example 8), in addition to 
lively poly-chords presented in alternating hands technique 
(measures 1-4) , features a partially chromatic melody in 









--- ---· .. ·· .. -..::..--: __ · . ... 
13 
Example 7. Caprice No. 4, measures 1-3. 
Example 8. Caprice No. 5, measures 1-11. 
Starer's Sonata is his largest piano work, with a 
duration of just over fifteen minutes. Written in 1949 and 
published in 1950, both dates have appeared parenthetically 
next to the title (which often appears as Sonata No. 1) on 
programs and in sources. Dedicated to Joseph Tal, it is one 
of only five of Starer's works with such an inscription. 18 
18. The other four works are Evanescents, dedicated to 
Dorothy Lewis: Twilight Fantasies, to pianist Grant 
Johannesen: Seven Vignettes, to "Micha ," a nephew 
of Starer's: and "Song," the first piece of Twelve Pieces 
for Ten Fingers, to Starer's son, Daniel. 
14 
The sonata is in three movements, fast-slow-fast. 
by 
th
e composer appear on the score's frontispiece: 
Remarks 
The PIANO SONATA was conceived as a 
large scale work in the grand manner. 
The first movement is written in 
classical sonata-form with the exception 
that its three thematic ideas appear in 
reverse order in the recapitulation. 
The second movement is slow and lyrical, 
rising to a dramatic climax and 
subsiding again. The finale, a Rondo, 
is light in mood, almost frivolous, and 
sweeps along to a powerful conclusion. 
In the exposition of the first movement, the angular 
first th 
eme is accompanied by an ostinato pattern in thirds 
(Example 9); the second theme is a march in quintuple meter, 
Example 9. 
Sonata, I, measures 1-2. 
an 
(Example 
ostinato pattern in octaves as accompaniment 
10) ; the third theme is a sparsely-accompanied 
llleloct 
Y containing blue notes (Example 11; blue notes in 
1.,1, 
f ,,: 
' I I,' 
,,.,t •' ,,1 
i .. 1, • ,, 
~iri :. :: 
~;::: ~ I ;; ,,,,, 
15 
11; blue notes in measure 2, first beat, E-flat, and measure 
4, right hand, B-flat). 




Example 11. Sonata, I, measures 38-41. 
The development section contains new melodic material, 
commencing with a falling octave (Example 12, first system, 
first two half notes, right hand); the accompaniment 
16 
Ut 'l · . 1 
izes extensively the rhythmic pattern employed at the 
beginning ft 
o he movement (Example 12; cf. Example 9). 
Example 12. Sonata r beginning of development section 
(measures 49-52). ' 
~ ' -- ~ 
"'P espres,. 
Example 13 s hows t h e reversed recurrence o f the 
exposition's thema t i c ideas in the recapitulation. 
' · r...i , 
~ 
----- ~:--- .-.·--· . ____ ..,. __ .- ... .. . 
Example 13. Sonata, I, recurrence of themes in the 
recapitulation. 
3rd theme (measures 83-87) 
2nd theme (measures 104-108) 












The second movement of the sonata is characterized by 
frequent trills (Example 14, measures 1, 4, 6, and 7). The 
"dramatic climax" to which Starer refers in the 
Example 14. Sonata, II, measures 1-8. 
frontispiece occurs on the next-to-last page of the 
movement; it features widely-spaced fortissimo and 
fortississimo chords (Example 15). 
Example 15. Sonata, II, measures 57-68 (example continues 







e l5 (continued). 
The third movement of the sonata is in toccata style, 
With 
constantly shifting meters (7/8 to 6/8 and 4/8) in the 
recurr 
ent, or rondo, section (Example 16); the meters of the 
intermed' 
iate sections are less irregular (Examples 17a and 
b) • 
19 
' ' ., . ,. 
--- , 
Example 16. Sonata, III, measures 10-15. 






Example 17b. Sonata, III, measures 89-101. 
sempre dace. 
Seven Vignettes is Starer's first collection in which 
individual pieces are titled. "The Camel and the Moon" 
utilizes Arabic scales19 (Example 18). "Jig-Saw" is 
subtitled "Twelve-tone Canon"; in two voices, the tone row 
which comprises the subject ("theme") is treated in 
retrograde, inversion, and retrograde inversion (Example 
19) . "The Interrupted Waltz" has its first "interruption" 
in measure 7, when the accompaniment ceases (Example 20). 
19. Starer, personal interview, April 5, 1990. 
21 
- ·----
--~-.. -~ -:. .- · --:; ~ - , - ... ~p~;.. , . .--,,·..c.- .,,-if',,,-
Example 18. ''The camel and the Moon," measures 16-17. 
Example 19. 
"Ji g - Saw." 
Lento e senza espressione · §ij 
fl [R(] --· 
t) " It · ~/if: :!'- 1t· " .....__.., 9• ~ ~1' (~):_t v• .,. 
---.. I - -
- ~ -, 
E){amp1e 2 0 . "The Interrupted Wal t z ," measures 1-9. 
22 
!,)' : : 
,: ,, r 
r .,,,,' ' 
r -: , 
;,.. ! 
1,:;1,• 
~ •• ii ' ., ,,,I 
:;;:i·; > 
~~:: )~ ,,,., 
23 
An obvious error exists in the score of the first 
v· 
lgnette, "Fanfare." In measure 18, the D-flat in the bass 
(first beat) should be an E-flat, consistent with similar 
occurrences as noted in Example 21, measures 4-5, 12-13, and 
17-ia. 








interview, September 28 , 1989 · 
24 
Five Preludes (1952) is starer's only work of which two 
commercial recordings exist (cf. Discography). The first 
prelude, Largo, is written on three staves (Example 22). 
Example 22. Prelude No. 1, measures 1-5, 18-19. 
" 
Largo J • 66 
I 
I~ ~- ··- C"L 




I I I I 
~I I I I i 
I t:<>J:::1- .. 
#~ It~ ~11 " . ~ "= r~ ~= #1 111 . ~ ~. # 
Rests and changes of dynamics play a dramatic role, 
especially at the beginning and ending of the piece. A 
majestic theme (Example 22, measures 3-5), tripled in 
octaves, begins as a pentatonic scale; when stated the last 
'/ 
25 
time (Example 22, measures 18 and 19)--against a 
pianississimo, widely-spaced ninth chord--the effect is 
impressionistic. Starer explores similar atmospheric sounds 
in later works, particularly Evanescents. 
Starer is very fond of quintuple meter. 21 The second 
prelude, Molto Allegro, is predominately in 5/8 (Example 
2 3) • It features an ostinato accompaniment of eighth notes 
initially involving perfect fifths and augmented fourths. 
The lengthy theme, which enters in the second bar, begins as 
a whole tone scale. Between each of three statements of the 
theme, a measure of 4/4 is interjected (Example 23, measure 
15) . 
Example 23. Prelude No. 2, measures 1-18 (example continues 
on next page). 
Mo Ito 111ltgro J Ji M r Ji Ji th o ~h 11 - . , o OU ,. - --
l I) v• -,nf I I h.J I I I I h.J I I I • .J I I I I i,.J I 1',_ 
p .. --- t>• - v .. ...--- v-:. --







Example 23 (continued). 
-
Starer's third prelude is quite similar to his 
Lullaby (for Amittai), which was written in the same year 
(1952). Both works are lyrical; each has an introductory 
and concluding passage in which there is a rising stepwise 
progression of sonorities involving diminished octaves and 
their aural counterpart, major sevenths, in the left hand 
(Examples 24a and b, measures 1 and 2); both works are 
monothematic; accompanimental styles are similar; both works 
are marked "Andante"; and at the conclusion of each 
statement of the theme there is an expanded measure in which 
the left hand becomes melodic while the right hand 
accompanies with major sevenths and diminished octaves 






Example 24a. Prelude No. 3, measures 1-6. 
Example 24b. Lullaby (for Arnittai), measures 1-5. 
i, : 
i: 
~, •• 1 
,, ,,1 
::,,:; :: 
' ' :::., 
i 
28 
"Starer's aggressive wit emerges in the fourth Prelude, 
Presto Giocoso" ; 22 the piece is highly syncopated, especially 
in its opening and closing bars (Example 25). In stark 
Example 25. Prelude No. 4, measures 1-3 and 28-34. 
contrast is the dark, foreboding fifth Prelude, which begins 
in the bass register of the keyboard (Example 26); Starer 
22. Anonymous, record jacket notes for Roberta Rust, piano 
(Protone PR 158, n.d.). 
~ ,. , 
, .• ' 










says this prelude is a funeral march, 23 although this 1s not 
indicated in the score. 
Example 26. Prelude No. 5, measures 1-3. 
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Lullaby (for Amittai) (1952) was commissioned by 
Menahem Pressler for inclusion in his record album 
Children's Piano Music. Starer's decision to compose a 
lullaby was made during a visit to the Presslers, when he 
observed their infant son (whose name rhymes with "lullaby") 
sleeping in a crib.~ 
The only piano work of Starer's that refers to a 
specific country in its title is Three Israeli Sketches. 
The work was commissioned by Israeli Music Publications 
during Starer's visit to that country in 1953, 25 and it was 
published under the title Nofiah, Gadya, Mahol; Leeds Music 
(USA) published the work as Three Israeli Sketches, using 
the English equivalents for the titles of the movements: 
23. Personal interview, April 15, 1988. 
24. Starer, Continuo, 171. 
25 . Personal interview, April 4, 1990. 
<' 
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"Pastorale," "Little White Sheep ," a nd "Uance." The work 
was also transcribed by zvi Zeitlin a s t he Little Suite for 
Violin and Piano, with the moveme nts possessing both the 
Hebrew and English titles; Stare r has been told that "all 
the violin students in Is r a e l pl a y Li ttle Suite because 
there's very little Israeli viol i n mu s i c . 1126 
Starer says of Three Israeli Ske t c hes that he "tried to 
make them sound what is called 'Midd l e Eastern.'" This work 
is freely composed; that is, Starer d oes not quote or borrow 
existing folk material in this o r a ny o f jis music, on the 
advice given him by Darius Milha ud : 
folk songs. 1127 
"Al ways write your own 
The second piece of the set, "Littl e White Sheep," is 
a theme and three variations ; only the a ccompaniment pattern 
changes with each variation (Exampl e 27 ). starer does not 
Example 27. "Little White Sheep." 
next page.) 
measures 1-2 
(Exa mple continues on 
26. Starer, personal interview, Apri l 4, 1990. 
27. Starer, Continuo, 176. 
Exampl 




Use Vari t· a ion procedure again in his piano works until The 
ldea1 
~ (1981). 
Al though Starer composed his two-piano work Fantasia 
Cone 
~ and several instructive compositions during the 
n· 
l.ne Years - after Three Israeli Sketches, he composed no more 
llla · 
)o~ Solo Piano works until 1965. 
31 
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Chapter III 
THE PIANO WORKS (FROM 1965 TO THE PRESENT) 
starer's approach to Sonata No. 2 (1965) is radically 
different from his sonata of fifteen years earlier, in both 
form and style. This work sets a precedent for his large 
works that follow--Evanescents, the Fantasy of The Ideal 
Self, and Twilight Fantasies--which are sectional, loosely-
strung, and in one movement. Much of the musical material 
presented in each of these works recurs at least once in the 
course of the work, but some material, once stated, never 
returns. The authors of The New Grove article on Starer 
describe the composer's procedure in these works as having 
utilized "collage techniques, similar to those used by 
contemporaneous literary figures. 1128 Starer, however, has 
said that while these pieces are indeed loose in form, in 
composing them he originally did not think of himself as 
"making collages"; 29 he elaborates: 
In speaking about Twilight Fantasies 
[for example], yes, thoughts chase each 
other without seeming coherence, but 
there is a structure to them. . now, 
if that is called "collage," I wouldn't 
28. Lewis-Griffith and Archibald, 276. 




use the term myself, but I could see why 
someone may wish to use it. 30 
33 
Although a recognizable sonata form is not perceptible 
to the listener of Sonata No. 2, Starer says that a 
relationship with sonata form does exist: 
If [Sonata No. 2] has nothing in common 
with the Classical Sonata in terms of 
keys, it has much to do with it in the 
sense of statement, development, 
conclusion--a form capable of infinite 
variety, not easily worn out. This 
Sonata is in one movement; the other 
movements, a slow one, a light one, a 
dance-like one, are all interspersed 
between the statement-development-
conclusion of the main one. 31 
This sonata is Starer's most dissonant piano piece. It 
exploits exhaustively the intervals of the 2nd, 7th, and 9th 
(Examples 28-31). "Starer says this particular work has 
been called his 'Boulez piece, ' probably due to sections 
within the work which have rapid, motor-like passages 
[Example 28], and angular, rhythmically free sections, wi th 
30. Personal interview, April 5, 1990. When asked about his 
disagreement with some of the statements in the 
Grove's article, Starer replied, "I said to Dorothy Lewis 
as I said to you [the author of this dissertation], I 
will give you whatever facts or information you need 
. but the opinions have to be yours." 
31. Starer, jacket notes, The Music of Robert Starer. 
34 
quickly changing dynamics, and which pass suddenly through 
all ranges of the keyboard [ Example 29 J. 1132 
Example 28. Sonata No. 2, measures 1-5. 
Pres to 
Example 29. Sonata No. 2, page 8, systems 1 and 2. 
32. Lewis, 27. 
j I I 
35 
Sonata No. 2 makes use of some aleatory elements. The 
score contains instructions to repeat a chord no less or no 
more than a certain number of times (Example 30); an 
Example 30. Sonata No. 2, page 7, systems 3-5. 
poco rit . 
• Repea t chord, not lciu1 than 9 t imes , not more th 4n 13. 
instruction to repeat a diminuendo-ritardando pattern "until 
the sound dies out" (although, obviously, this cannot be 
accomplished as long as one is continuing to play): and an 
indication to repeat a crescendo-accelerando pattern until 
the performer decides to come to an "abrupt stop'' (Example 
31) . Starer comments: 
The exact number 
determined by the 
of repetitions is 
performer's mood of 
~: ... 




by his sense of drama. I 
him maximal and minimal 
Beyond them he is free ... n 
Example 31. Sonata No. 2, page 12 , systems 2 and 5. 
j 
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• Repeat until twund dies out. 
•• Repeat to abrupt ~top. 
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"Musingly," the first piece of Hexahedron (A Figure 
Having Six Faces) (1971) also allows the performer to make 
judgements as to when he will proceed further into the work 
(Example 32) . "Gurglingly," the second of these six 
Example 32. "Musingly," measures 1-2. 
33. Starer, jacket notes, The Music of Robert Starer. 
36 
> ' j 
37 
"characteristic mood pieces, 1134 requires quick changes of 
hand position, especially in its final measures (Example 
33). "Frantically" is marked "as fast as you can play"; 
two-and three-note phrases predominate (Example 34). 
Example 33. "Gurglingly," measures 22-29. 
Example 34. "Frantically," measures 1-9. 
34. Hinson, 689. 
, I J 
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Material from "Doggedly, Mulishly, Almost Pig-headedly" is 
borrowed by the composer for use in his Piano Concerto No. 
2 (Example 35), written in 1972. 
Example 35. "Doggedly, Mulishly, Almost Pig-headedly," 
measures 1-5. 
;._- ~ -- - - - - -~ ··· - -- ~ - -- - II .i:b j;_~ jfJi:t:.hiic:- -- ' - r# .,._ -· . ------- -- -·- -------~ ~Jr --r .. -=r~--.:.....F ~- .tt~.:_::"4_ -_--re--· -=· --- ----=-::-=:...-=-
., imilti,ly Jh,nuxlwul 
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Piano Concerto No. 3, measures 91-98. 
Evanescents, Starer's second large one-movement work, 
is described by Maurice Hinson as "an extensive, unfolding 
piece, like a collage fantasy ... difficult to hold 
39 
together. 1135 Several musical ideas are presented on the 
first page of the work; an atmospheric quality is enhanced 
by pianissimo and pianississimo dynamics, extensive pedal, 
and the absence of meter (Example 36). 
Example 36 . 
=-
Evanescents, page 1. 
Slow 
8. 
The first of five 
8-~ --====== 
'--------
u~::_t':' t___J L___J ~--------" ------- ~ 




• '/. _ ~rrf1Nll a.ir oft~n a., de.fired. 
3 5 . Hinson, 689. 
40 
aleatory indications in Evanescents is also found here, in 
the second system of the score: Starer instructs the 
performer to repeat a four-note thirty-second pattern "as 
often as desired." 
Fragments of some of the ideas presented at the opening 
of the work are recalled in a short interpolation between 
the last two sections of the piece (Example 37). 
Example 37. Evanescents, page 17, systems 1-4. 
pnco rlr . 
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Slow -------
p 
The composer says: 
"Evanescents" are things that vanish 
quickly, short musical ideas that follow 
one another without apparent plan. Some 
return to be transformed, others do not 
as in life, some experiences 
relate to earlier ones, others seem 
totally new. 36 
41 
One section of Evanescents, marked "not too fast, with 
equanimity," has oriental characteristics (Example 38). The 
melody employs a Bayathai (Arabic) scale in which clusters 
of seconds represent quarter tones; the dance-like 
accompaniment is based on a Samai (Arabic) folk rhythm. 37 
Example 38. Evanescents, page 4, systems 4 and 5. 
36. Robert Starer, record jacket notes for American Piano 
Music, Alan Mandel, piano (Grenadilla GS-1020, 1977). 
37. Starer, personal interview, April 5, 1990. 
42 
The twelve pieces of At Home Alone represent some of 
the most descriptive writing in all of Starer's output. In 
"Herman the Brown Mouse," meter is suspended in the third 
measure, allowing the performer discretion in conveying 
Herman's cautious movements across the floor--and the cat's 
responses (Example 39); "A Small Oriental Vase" contains 
pentatonicism (Example 40, first 1 1/2 measures; measures 4 
and 6) ; "Steps to the Attic" features an ostinato march 
accompaniment (Example 41). "A Faded Old Photograph" was 
inspired by Starer's parents' wedding photo and, says the 
composer, "since my parents got married in Vienna, where I 
Example 39. "Herman the Brown Mouse," systems 1-3. 
43 
Example 40. "A Small Oriental Vase," measures 1-6. 
Example 41 . "Steps to the Attic," measures 1-6. 
(!uif <' f as t . s fr i,· fl)· in fim <' 
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wa s born, the music had to have a touc h of a waltz 11 38 
(Example 42). "Pop-time," according to the composer, has "a 
bouncy rhythm, repeated chords, and quick shifts of key 1139 
38. Robert Starer, A Portrait of Robert Starer, cassette 
tape (New York, MCA Music, 1989), side B. 
39. Ibid. 
44 
(Example 43); "Deep Down the Soul" is "like a chorale 1140 
(Example 44). 
Example 42. "A Faded Old Photograph," measures 1-4 and 
20-23. 
~ UM ~. ~- ~ ~ r· ,·. 1 ~ b
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Example 43. "Pop-time," measures 30-44. 
40. Ibid. 
I ) j 
Example 44. "Deep Down the Soul," measures 1-10. 
S lo w ll, with rli gnil)' 
The intent and inspiration behind At Home Alone is 
disclosed by the composer on the work's title page: 
These pieces are dedicated to people who 
play the piano when they are at home 
alone. This does not mean that they 
cannot be played for others, in private 
or in public; of course they can. It 
only means that the images, views, 
sounds and thoughts will come, as they 
did to me, when you are at home alone. 
Starer rarely performs his own music, but he admits that he 
often plays selections from At Home Alone at informa l 
occasions such as cocktail parties. 41 
The Ideal Self (Fantasy. Variations. and Fugue on a 
Song) (1981), is based on Starer's chamber work of the same 
name which is scored for soprano, flute or B-flat cl a rinet, 
and piano. The text of the song is by Gail Godwin, with 
whom starer has often collaborated during the past twenty 
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years. 42 The chamber version of The Ideal Self begins with 
a free, improvisatory dialogue between the woodwind and the 
soprano, who vocalizes only the sound "ah" (Example 45). 
Example 45. The Ideal Self (for s. Fl. or Cl., and P), page 
1, systems 1-3. (The clarinet part is transposed 
to concert pitch in this score.) 
Moderate 






Following this introduction, the first verse of the song is 
accompanied by the piano, which plays three-pitch chords 
involving parallel 4ths (Example 46): some doubling at the 
unison of the melodic line occurs with the phrase "first to 
42. other works the two have produced together include the 
operas Appolonia and The Last Lover: Journals of a 
Songmaker for Baritone, Soprano, and Orchestra, 
premiered by William Steinberg on his final concerts 
(May 21 and 23, 1976) as music director of the Pittsburgh 
symphony Orchestra: and the chamber work Anna Margarita's 
Will. 
47 
Example 46. The Ideal Self (for S, Fl. or Cl. 
3, systems 2-4; page 4, system 1. 
and P), page 
" p 
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48 
imagine it well" (Example 46, third system, second measure). 
In the second verse, the woodwind plays a melody in 
c ounterpoint with the singer, while the piano accompaniment 
r e ma ins essentially unchanged (Example 47). 
Ex ample 47. The Ideal Self (for S, Fl. or Cl., and P), page 
4, system 2. 
mf J ,. .. - - - " 3 
I I I I 
V 
Put on your c01 • tume and wear it , till it is part of 
,. ------ " 
. .. - ~~- -
IV mf 3 - -
,.. 
iv mf 11• 
q• 11• ~-
~ ·- 1,. ~ ·- 1.- b~ 1,1-
In the solo piano version of The Ideal Self, Starer 
quotes the first verse of the song from the chamber score; 




The Ideal Self (for piano), page 5, systems 3-
Example 46. (This example continues on next 
, , ' 
' ) ) 
Example 48 (continued). 
The song tune is played here by the right hand, while the 
left hand plays the accompaniment, which in the chamber work 
was divided between the hands (cf. Example 46); this 
accompaniment remains unchanged through the first two 
variations. Variation I is a melodic variation (Example 
49); it utilizes the woodwind melody from the second verse 
of the chamber work (cf. Example 4 7, second treble staff 
from top). Variation II is an ornamenting variation; the 
septuplets and decuplets that occur on the third beat of 
every bar a re marked "poco rubato." Variations III and v 
are character variations, both in the style of a march. 43 
Variations IV, VI, and VII are free variations, bearing no 
structural resemblance to the Theme (that is, Song): 
43. Starer approved the use of the term "march" for these 
variations during a personal interview, April 5, 1990. 
49 
' ' • ~ i ,, 
... 
50 
al though there is a slight suggestion of the Theme (the 
first three notes of its melody--cf. Example 48, measure 1 , 
first two beats, right hand) in measures 2, 4, 9, and 11 of 
variation 4, this variation comprises twenty measures--
almost twice as long as the Theme's eleven measures; 
variation 6, which has forty measures, is almost four times 
longer than the Theme; Variation 7 bears no recognizable 
structural relationship with the Theme. 
Example 49. First systems of variations in The Ideal Self; 
Var. IV is shown in its entirety. 
V/\ H I 
------------ - --- - - - i------ --- --- -----
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51 
Example 49 (continued). 
VAR . IV 
Proirto J- co. IH 
VAR. V 
Example 49 (continued). 
VAIL VI 
VA IL VII 






Preceding the Theme (Song) and Variations in the solo 
piano version of The Ideal Self is a Fantasy, in which 
several of the work's musical ideas are "sketched"; Example 
50 shows some of the ideas which pertain to the Song (cf. 
Example 48) . 
Example 50. The Ideal Self, Fantasy (example continues on 
next page. 
Page 1, system 1. 
8"•: - - - - - - - - . - - .. - .. .. .. - - .. . . - - l 
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Example 50 (continued). 
Page 2, last measure, and Page 3, measures 1-2. 
Page 3, measures 5-6. 
l
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Page 4, system 3. 
Starer's fugue, in two voices, features three 
expositions, the second of these treating the four-measure 
subject and countersubject in inversion, while the third pits 
54 
the subject against its inversion (Example 51). The 
expositions are separated by eight-measure episodes. 
Example 51. The Ideal Self, Fugue, first portions of 




' : .~ 
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Example 51 (continued). 
\~~ · ~ l~s'~i =~,~1~~ 
l~.1~ ~;T~#i;f~"~ ~ ' I 'j 
Measures 45-49. 
56 
The third exposition includes simultaneous statements of the 
subject in stretto and augmentation (Example 52). 
Example 52. The Ideal Self, Fugue, measures 53-61. 
,,_.--.._ 
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When asked what had inspired him to compose a work 
containing var1'at1'ons and a fugue, Starer replied that he 
Wanted t 
0 determine if it were "possible in our day and age" 
to a 
ccomplish "what they 
his" 
did in those days," and based on 
own song." 
this 
He added that this will be the only work of 
type that h ·11 · « e wi compose for the piano. 
In 1985 Starer received commission from Clavier , a 
:magazine to write a short piece to appear in one of its 
:monthly 
issues. The result was "As the Gentle Wind." 
Starer•s 
PUblisher, MCA, did not wish to publish this piece 
by . 
itself 
, so Starer composed three more pieces to form the 
Set F 
--2.1!.t_seasonal Pieces. The second work, "Orange Sun," is 
in the 
composer's favorite--quintuple (5/4)--meter. 
Starer's most recent piano work, Twilight Fantasies 
(1985)' 
is similar in scope to Evanescents in that it is 
lllUltisect· 
ional. A major difference between the two works, 




rmed, others do not, 1145 every idea presented during the 
"some [musical ideas] return to be 
course 
of Twilight Fantasies recurs at least twice; some 
:tecu 
r many times. 
i:rnPlies 
' 
Starer has said that, as the title 
this work was inspired by "thoughts that come at 
'I'eleph . one interview, September 28, 1989. 
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twilight. 1146 also has a 
literary 
Twilight Fantasies 
c of the score is 
onnection; at the bottom of the first page 
a quotation from the poem "Adonais," by Percy 
Shelley: 
"hopes and fears, and Twilight 
' II Fantasies. This work 
rec · d , d cooperstock eive its New York premiere by pianist An rew 
47 
on May 25, 1989 at Weill Recital Hall, Carnegie Hall. 
46. Telephone interview, October 8, 1989. 
47. The recital was not reviewed. 
,r 





WORKS PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR INSTRUCTIVE PURPOSES 
starer has contributed imaginative and appropriate 
1 i terature for younger and less advanced pianists. He 
believes that children "should make music, not just have to 
endure it passively" ; 48 they "do not like bombast or boredom, 
and they see through pretentiousness much better than adults 
d 1149 o. 
only four of Starer's didactic works are not composed 
as part of a suite. Two of these, The Telegraph and Bugle, 
Drum, and Fif8, were commissioned by Theodore Presser for its 
series, "Contemporary Piano Music by Distinguished 
Composers," and edited by Isadore Freed, who contributed 
brief analytical remarks beneath the works' titles (Example 
53) • Starer explains: 
Theodore Presser commissioned all 
composers who they thought worthy at the 
time to write one or two "easy pieces" 
48. Starer, Continue, 201. 
49. Ibid., 200. 
what t the. [ edi~or 's J comments specify 
he piece is supposed to teach. 50 
Example 
53. Tops off' .!trum and Fif irst pages of The Telegraph and Bugle, 
e. 
The Telegraph 
This p lq I uan mus ic does no t use k r ou nd three lo nnllll I a ey s ig nature because JI actua lly cen ters n 
Io n a) center shift s I esGf n the be~tnlng there ls n feellng of E ~ mnjor ;nt @ th~ 
lnntes the piece unti~ the : : :_01 ® we ar e ln C m aj or. The C major tonality dom -
ROD E HT STARER 
A . Edited by Isadore Freed 
-~ as t as you can ' 
,u,of~ . i : ,J: . ,1 ~. i·77j~ e:·:J; 




IIO DE RT STAR E R 
Edited by I sadore Freed 
Personal . Who c t ~nterview, April 5, 1990. The other composers 
of Thon ributed to this series are listed on the covers 
Avs~ Telegraph and Bugle, Drum, and Fife; they are: 
Diemen:mov, Babbitt, Barati, Binder, Cheney, Cowell, 
Freed e, Donovan, Elwell, Fine, Fletcher, Franchetti, 
Ray :, Gerschefski, Giannini Goeb, Haufrecht, Hovhannes, 
'~err ' Lopatn· , Kohs, Koutzen, Kraft, Kubik, Lockwood, 
Pisk ~koff, McBride, Moore, Nordoff, Palmer, Phillips, 
Sieg~eiorter, Read, Riegger, Rochberg, Rogers, Schuman, 
and Wol;~~r, Sowerby, stein, Stevens, Wagenaar, Weber, 
60 
61 
Of the other two pieces, Syncopated Serenade was 
commissioned by Robert Pace; 51 Above, Below and Between was 
commissioned by E. B. Marks and included in Belwin-Mills' 
anthology, American Composers of Today, in which 22 
composers are represented. 52 Starer later transcribed Above, 
Below and Between for band, at the urging of the publisher; 
Starer says that Marks "wanted to commission one of its 
arrangers to turn it [Above, Below and Between] into a band 
piece, but I said 'No, I'll do it myself. 11153 
Starer's four collections of instructive compositions 
are Twelve Pieces for Ten Fingers, Games with Names, Notes 
and Numbers, and the two volumes of Sketches in Color. 
"Song," the first piece of Twelve Pieces, is in Middle C 
position (both thumbs to be placed on Middle C), with finger 
numbers for every note (Example 54) ; the second piece, 
"Bagpipe," utilizes a C Major five-finger pattern, the hands 
one octave apart, with finger numbers for most of the notes 
(Example 55). 
51. Starer, personal interview, April 5, 1990. 
52. The composers are Babbitt, Berger, Berkowitz, Castelnuovo 
-Tedesco, Cazden, Cowell, Della Joio, Fine, Gideon, 
Harrison, Helps, Hovhaness, Meyerowitz, Mills, Overton, 
Prostakoff , Rathaus, Sessions, Slonimsky, Starer, 
Sydeman, and Weber. 










Example 54. "Song," measures 1-8. 
l(() flE ll T ST/110 ' ll 
·· ___ Jd 
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Example 55. "Bagpipe," measures 1-8. 
ll Clll l'll r S T'AH l' H 
Many of the Twelve Pieces for Ten Fingers and Games 
with Names, Notes, and Numbers illustrate various musical 
procedures. Starer discusses the primary musical idea of 




': . ' 
Example 56. Foreward to Games With Names, Notes, and 
Numbers. 
Foreword 
Thc-~c pieces move from the easy to the more complex . 111ey are, like illl game!;, quite ~crio11s . Each of them c:in 
be studied hy itself. 
No . I A FIE. GA R E, ADA, FAE AND ED is a 11ame with nam es. All the no tes i11 th e />iece (the letter-name.< o f 
th e notn) make 11p the five name., in the title. 
No . 2 
No . J 
No. 4 
No. 5 
No . 6 
No . 7 
lN TllE MlUROR. II/hat each hand plays i., th e mirror-image of the other. 
r=:crrO-CllAMB ER. ff th e sustaining pedal is kept down as indica ted, the reso11ati11g effect should come 
l,y it.«·lf 
TURN-ME-ROUND is a game f or th e ryes. a gam e for people who like p11zzles. "Madam f 'm Adam" 
ran be read backwards; this piece can be played rtpslde down a.< well. 
CO UNTDOIIIN. As the numbers are called ou t , each bar has one heat less than the one before. 
EVENS AND ODDS refers to the nrtmber of beats per measrtre in 3 , 4, 5 and 6 time. 
UP AND DOWN, RlGllT AND lf.FT. OVf.R AND ACROSS asks yort to cha11ge fi11g er.1 011 the same 
notr and to cross hand.,. 
No. 8 DARKNESS AND llGllT i.< a game with sormd.r. ft contrasts low with high , threatening .<o11nd., with 
pleasing so unds. dissonance with consonance. 
No . 9 ADDlNG AND TAKlNG AIIIAY. Notes are added to form "clmter.<" and then taken away, one by 
one, to return to a single note. 
N o. 10 IIIAl.KlNG 11/{Tlf TWO FlNGERS is for p eople wlro enjoy walking wit/, two fi11gers on table-tops or 
d esks. 
No. I l S UDlNC INTO KEYS takes a 11111e, or a chord , to ma11y differe11t keys witlrortt wlrat is called modrtla-
tion. 
No . l 2 TWELVE NO TES TWELVE TlMES presents twefr e different ways of presen t/1111 all the twelre note.<: 
in fo11rtlrs, fiftl, s , tire chromatic and the whole-to ne scale, and /11 chords. 
Robert Storer 
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Twelve Pieces, only brief editorial remarks are occasionally 
found, and these in the score itself (cf. Examples 57, 58, 
and 60). In both sets is found a retrograde-inverted canon: 
"Turnabout" in Twelve Pieces: "Turn-me-round" in Games 
( Example 57) . "Echo" (Twelve Pieces) illustrates canon at 
various temporal distances between the parts (Example 58): 
64 
Example 57. 
5 TllRNABOUT 4. Turn-Me-Round 
11' ,...,., , ,, , .,. 11111 r,s,r,. .,r .,rl,· .i., w., """ .,., r, ,., " '" ""-' 1hr , ,..,, ,. p,, r , . / (Yo u'll Be Playin1 the Same Mu~ic ) 
J. 
· ' 
( lrsn ~ )UJIS ;i41 fu!hlJ ;ig 11. no A) 





f' irst two measures, then one measure, then one-half measure: 
finally, both voices are stated in unison. "In the Mirror" 
(Games) deals with inversion (Example 59). "In Chinatown" 
('.twelve Pieces) utilizes the pentatonic scale (Example 60). 
Constant meter changes occur in "3 + 2 = 5" (Twelve Pieces 
--Example 61) and "Evens and Odds" (Games--Example 62): in 
"C ountdown" (Games), the performer is instructed to call out 
the number of beats at the beginning of each measure, which 
always contains 
(Example 63). 
one less beat than the previous measure 
Example 59. "In the Mirror," measures 1-9. 
Example 60. 
. ' 
"In Chinatown," measures 1-4. 
( I'm, c11 11 />l ay th i s pic r e 011 the 1,/ ,rr) , 111' _1' -' nr. ;7,,,,,-;,,f all 
/1,r, flaf .r. , rm the ,111,;r,, !.·,~y .r... If "' 'If s ,11md (Ir r smm .) 










Example 61. "3 + 2 = 5," measures 1-4. 
HOlll-:llT STIIH F H 
Example 62. "Evens and Odds," measures 1-4. 
1:.~ 
':. .= -: 
~ 
I 
I I I I 
& ~ & ~ 
I 
I I 
Example 63. "Countdown." 
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In Sketches starer discusses 
the various 
in Color, 
t 1·n each piece; wentieth-century techniques he employs 
his 
l me (Example comments are found in the Preface of each vo u 
64) . Starer included one piece in quintuple meter 
Example 64. Prefaces to Sketches in Color. 
/Jrr/nce 
SKETCHES IN COLOR (Seven Pieces for Piano) are Intended for 
study as well as for performance. The titles are obviously rather 
Personal, since associations between sounds and colors are arbitrary 
at best. 
The pieces employ different 2oth century techniques to create 
their different moods, 
I . PURPLE uses polytonality (triads against fourths and 
fifths). 
2. SHADES OF BLUE has diatonic melody versus chro· 
matic, to the accompaniment of parallel fifths. 
3. BLACK ANO WHITE juxtaposes the pentatonic scale of 
the black keys to the diatonic scale of the white keys, 
alternating between the hands. 
4. BRIGHT ORANGE employs parallel harmony and Jazz 
syncopation. 
5. GREY uses the four basic forms of a 12 tone row, The 
row or series itself, it s inversion, retrograde and retro-
grade inversion. In the measures in which the row does 
not appear the chords are constructed to Include all 
12 tones in every bar or every two bars. 
8. PINK is very tonal, especially In the sense that It uses 
modulation, or rather the sudden shifting of tonal cen-
ters, as a structural principle. · 
7. CRIMSON uses different rhythmic divisions of a con-
stant 7/o meter . 
In performance not all seven pieces have to be played together, 
nor do they have to appear In the sequence in which they are 
published. They m~y also be performed without their titles. 
/J,.,,/ao 
SKETCHES IN COLOR Se t Two, are more advanced tf ,an Se t One, 
both in the demands tl,ey make on the player and in the compos i-
tional teclmiQues employed. 
• 1. MAROON has n0 melody, little rl1ythm; if is aln10sf P"'.~ 
color. Ca re;i1 att ention to dynamics and pedaling w1 
bring 01 1f il s true shade. 
2. ALUMINUM combines added-note ct,ords in parallel 
motion with polytonalily. 
3. SILVER AND GOLD. SILVER, t11e ostinalo accompani'."enl 
in the left hand, constantly repeats it s twelve notes, like a 
row. GOLD is threa ded against ii, with Das tonal center; a 
point of departure and of return. 
4. l<HAl<I is the co lor of a soldier's uniform, Ifie color of drum 
ro lls, of bugles and fifes. 
5. PEPPER AND SAL Thas symmetrically bu ilt chords (chor ds 
of identical intervals) and a variety of clusters in l1alf-tone 
;ind whole-lone cornhinations. 
6. AQUAMARINE suggests "b lues," although ii is in f!uin -
tuple lirne. 
7. CHROME YELLOW is mostly concerned with rl1ythm. It has 
non-symmetr ica l rhythms set in symmetrically-shaped 
phrases. 
As in S~t One, these pieces do not have to be played together or in 
the order in which they appear. They may be performed without 
their titles . 
("Aquamarine") one in septuple meter ("Crimson"), and one 
in constantly shifting meter ("Chrome Yellow") ; he has 
indicated his opinion as to the pedagogical advantages of 
studying such pieces at an early age: 
I ... 
In my experience as composer, 
performer, and teacher, I have come to 
the conclusion that inadequate grasp of 
rhythmic patterns is often the cause of 
poor sight-reading. It has also become 
increasingly apparent that lack of 
familiarity with 5 and 7 time and 
changing meters, particularly in the 
early stages of musical training, has 
contributed much to the unjustified 
fears of performing 20th century music. 54 







Robert Starer's piano works are worthy of more frequent 
public performance. As distinguished as the composer is 
(cf. Chapter r) , his piano music has remained largely 
unfamiliar to the concert-going public. 
Audience reaction to the author's performances of 
Starer's music (cf. Appendix C) has always been favorable. 
The works in toccata style, with their vigorous drive and 
constant changes of meter, are especially well received. In 
general, the character pieces and Sonata--wi th the 
recognizable structures of its movements--seem to have the 
greatest appeal to the "average" audience; the sectional, 
one-movement large works, with their frequent changes of 
character, seem more difficult to perform convincingly. 
Nevertheless, the wide variety of colors, dynamics, and 
rhythms--and the sections with precipitous rhythmic drive--
in these works help retain audience interest. 
Perhaps one reason why Starer's music has been 
relatively nec;:lected by pianists is owing to its lack of 
availability. Much of the music has been out of print for 
years; most of the university and conservatory music 
libraries visited by the author in recent years lack a 
70 
significant portion of the piano literature of Starer. 
currently (as of August 13, 1990), only the following solo 
works are obtainable from publishers: Five Caprices, from 
Peer International Corporation, New York; Twilight 
Fa ntasies, from MMB Music, Inc., St. Louis; and Four 
Se a sonal Pieces, Five Preludes, At Home Alone, Sketches in 
Color (both volumes), and Games With Names, Notes and 
Numbers from Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation, Milwaukee. 55 
At lecture/recitals given by the author, audience members 
usually express the desire for greater availability of 
Starer's music. It is the author's hope that this 
dissertation, and frequent public performances of Starer's 
music, will contribute to increased awareness of the 
composer, and that music lovers will demand more commercial 
recordings and publication of this literature. 
Reviews of performances of Starer's piano music are 
rare, but one critic expresses the author's opinion toward 
all of starer's piano music in this summation of 
Evanescents: "expertly written for the piano, and deserves 
to be played more often. 1156 
55. Hal Leonard is the exclusive distributor for all of 
Starer's music that was published by Leeds and MCA. 
56. John Schneider, "Mrs. Griffith Gives Excellent Recital, 11 
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Dear Kevin Ayesh: 
7 laura lane 
Woodstock, N.Y. 12498 
(914) 679-7970 
Dec ember 12, 1987 
Th a nk you for you r l etter and the programs you se nt. 1 
am p l eased to l earn that you are p l ayi ng so ma ny different 
p l aces and wi nnin g co nt ests in bet ween. 
\s0"'1 
How soo n do you need you make t he recording andl'many 
work s will you In c lu de? Th e r easo n for asking thi s i s that 
I now liv e in Woodstock and onl y go to New York on my 
teac hin g day s , usually Tu esday afternoon to Thu rsday 
mor nin g. Beca use of Ho! id ays and s\ieste r-break I won't be ,.. 
mu c h in New York betwee n now and February. I do see 
st ud ents at Brooklyn Co ll ege on Thur s day, Jan.7 th and 
co uld see you t here lat e tha t aft e rnoon. Wh en you answer 
my two quest i ons we ca n proba bly make be tter arr angements . 
I t ha s a l so occu rr ed to me that you may want to mak e 
a cassette tape f or me. I co uld li ste n to it at l e i s ur e 
he re in Woodstock and would se nd you writ te n comme nt s 
or we co uld have a telephone co nv ersation. I often get 
tapes in the mail and comment on them. I t i s proba bly the 
most co nv e ni e nt procedure but plea se do l e t me kn ow what 
you would lik e to do . 
My be s t wi s hes, 
s in ce r Pl y 
Robert Stare r 
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7 Laura Lane 
Woodstock, N.Y. 12498 
(914) 679-7970 
December 31, 1987 
Dear Kev in Ay es h: 
Of co urse I' 11 be happy to meet you and Ii sten to you· 
1 f you f . ee l li ke taking a wintry driv e up here betwee n 
now and th k e end of Janu ary, you' I I be we l come. woodst oc 
i s about 2 hour s 
nort h of George was htngt on Bridge. 
Or we I . co u d wait unti I Feb ruary wh en I wt I I be in th e 
c i ty eve d ry week . My tea ching days ar e Tuesday and Thurs aY· 
I co u I d 1 see you late afternoon on Tu esday at Brooyk yn 
Co ll ege or Wed nesdays anywhere in New York. 
Th e s impl es t thing would be for you t o ca ll me at 
th
e 
abov e number. 5 to 6 p.m. usu a lly finds me in. 
Happy New Year! 
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7 Laura Lane 
Woodstock, N.Y. 12498 
(914) 679-7970 
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Programs of Author's Performances 
J. 
The Jewish Community Center ' 
preeenta 
1986 WINNERS' CONCERT 
featuri n g 
l\fllSTINE I\IM piano 
s"Non" ltOLL~NO GOODMAN 
WILLI ' 
I\ AM FE-"SLF.Y, guitar 
EVIN "YESH, piano 
SUNDAY, APRIL 27 
4:00 P.M. 
eoprano 
Sponaored Sy The Y•I• Gordon Found•tlon 
J986 JCC: WJNtlf-:~S' f:tJNC.: tJ ff - - - ------ - .~---
II I. And nn1e l. 11 q ~o , Op . S , Ne). S. 
Ch .. ronnc I n i i mt no r .. 
Cad l ~. • 
.. , , .So r 
.. , 8n cl1 
, ... ,. ,\l ben lz 
\.111,1.I AH n .AS I.J :Y, Gu t1 .1r l ~ t l v l n ~ tu l m:i n r.1o.1n rJ 
Wln n f' r 11 ( tin• Nurm,11nl II Sy · 
Sn n n t ,• tln. I ( l !i 'iO) . 
Al lf· fP f• 
Anil nnl e , · ,1111 ,1!,Ji c 
A l l f'P,r o fr lv o l o 
_,_ 
. , • ,H,H h 
. • St,1r e r 
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Mon'1 ,lf f venlng 
8:00 pm. 
S0 n,1ta No . 1 (1950) 
All egro 
Andante cantab ile 
All eg ro frivolo 
Roddy (1 966) 
fo r tape 
Many Shadows (1986) 
TWENTIETH CENTURY EN SEMBLE 
Kevin J\ye sh, piano 
Bruce Ronkin, a l to sa xo ph one 
•• lN TERI II SS rnu •• 
four Mov ements for Solo Clarinet (1 98~ ) 
St ring ~uar te t (1 98~) 
l. Bir tf 
l 1. Growt h 
Ill . He1it.•t1on 
Ang ela th1rc1~ c1mi , c l , rin e t 
lV. Life ! s But A Dream 
The Bor ghese String Q•Jar tet 
Kris r uny, vi o lin 
Robert O'B rien , viol in 
Y..regg Stovner , vi ol a 
Diete r Wulfh or s t, vi o l once l l o 
8c t. oher 6, 19R6 
lawes Recital llal 1 
Robert Starer 
.John Wel s h 
O,,ponmenr of MJsie e Untver,,ry or M:,rylond e Coll"')<' l\i, ls_ /;ory lond ?070? e ~'0 1 ~ '.,,I 51 70 
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STRATifMORE flAU. R)lJNDATIO',J, INC., 10701 ROClCVILLEPlkE, 
R(XJ(VILLf,. MARYU.N02Cll51., 301 /5..1().0540 
~ ( _I j {J ·,) ~t: 
YOUNG VIRTUOSI 
The l wernit'1h u •111Ury l:n scmhk 
JtJhn Welsh, l11rrctor 
'lhu,sc1a)1, 0f!oht' r 16, 1980 
A.OOp.m . 
Duo fc,r Trumfl('I ,i nti Gull,11 ( I '1Af,) 
Allt-groll1mfu1 
l:mrrs,l11tlra1l.u11m1l('C 
Drl,1n llratl, g11l1ar 
Dli,11111<',ltl 
Nad1 Dach ( llJfl6) {;r,Hgt· R,~ hhr,~ 
Jo.111 lkVcc llb.on. pi.1rw 
M,Uly ShadtlWS { 19 1\t>) 1,, 1111 Wd, h 
Jl·;u1 llt'M,ut Warren, nuu-
8111(t R,mkin, aho ,axophont' 
&111a1a no. 1 ( 19 8ft) lloh,·11 S1.11 r r 
A!l(1ttO 
Kevm Ayt'sh. piano 
l111t·1mlsslon 
S. Blagioq Ai,::osto orr I J.07 ( 19 77) !fans Wrrnrr lln11.r 
R(lhr11 c;th:1-(m, ilouhlt bass 




Car,1lyn l"rHt', piano 
Music for Clarlnr1 , Viola and Ma1imba (1902) A111 hony Vlll,1 
I 
Ill 
G;uy M;irlon. darlnrf 
Jtnnlfrr Rtndt, viola 
Baity fkw t , marimba 
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THE SHIPPEN SBURG UNIVERSITY 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
At·fh ilif' !o Pro~r1m Bo•rd 
I.YCITM COMMITTEE 
ond 
PF.NNSYt\ ~ 'I I A co1 ·,n1. ON TIIF. ARTS 
prt'stnl 
A Jf! estiuul of Amrrirnn .slusic 
rr11urtna 1hr muJic' or 
DANIEL PINKHAM 
~ rsthrnl of .l\.mrrtrnn flluslc 
- CONCE Rl I -
~u 11d1,, :-..o~ ,mM, 16 , 19MI 
(1/rl .\lain Chaptl 
1, ·1 .. V JA ~ARl, .. 'A . Op fr 
1:00 P.M . 
1),,.,1 <; ,lh . lu,t.· 
"''"" ,.,\·nh , .,,,,.,, 
f /',' I t ,•,: r,() , !OR l '/OLA A NIJ 1.4.f'I 
.Wl,",'A 1A PA 5 10IUI. ( 
l 1nu11, 
PHh>U lt 
fll(l l l( t> 
SON~ TA NV I 
,\llf flfl 
And1111r c,n1 1tn l r 
Allr, ,,,f,,. nh, 
.. 'U f. /'l.' JF. .WS N'f.PT 
( VHfC.RH:N 
I .... ) OU Tlf IS PL !A.~F RI 
0,,,11 ,; ,1i. . 1,.,,a 
t,.,., ,, ,\,r , h /~an,, 
• • 1., 11 H\IIS.~l (J ' • • 
(wr,HUJ,v, 
OonM ~ Jh•d1 . Dvn1nr 
Jl'a n "ir,r,lt tttf , AnY>'f"f"'" ' '' 
S11l1f sn .' ' '/ Mtro~,, ' HlH ffRAS !a Qllftnrr 
ll;o,,c11tr 
l'l11n11, , <;on, 
(rut \rml i" 1( • 11 
(hr1tu1r 
\ ,; hn1:• 
\ un1· 
'- 11, ,~1 11.ir,. r 
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\t, t f s l l'I R'- l t llfll l 
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RO(lHII <; ! ... RIii. 
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KEVIN AYES!!, piano 
performinq 
MUSIC OF ROBERT STARER (b. 1924 ) 
sonata No, 2 (1965) 
Evanescents (1975) 
THE IDEAL SELF I Fantasy, variations 
and Fuque on a Sona (1981) 
12100 noon 
Wednesday, March 9 
Tawes Hecital Hall 
Univ e rsity of Maryland 
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. . . at Shippensburg University 
Kevin Ayesh, piano 
MUSIC OF ROBERT STARER (b. 1924) 
Five Preludes (1952) 
Five Caprices (1948) 
Evanescents (1 975 ) 
THE !DE/IL SELF: Fantasy, V~riations , and Fugue on a Song (1981) 
/It llonre /\ l (l ne ( 1980) 
I. Dialogue With the Self 
2. Opening Petals 
J. Drea111s of Glory 
4 . In the Birdcage 
5. A Faded Old Photograph 
6. Por-ti111~ 
I . llerman t he Brown Mouse 
n. I\ Snia l I Or iental Vase 
9 . Ste,,s to the Atti c 
JU. Shadows on the Wall 
JJ . Ue~r Down the Soul 
12. Dancing Next Door 
Tues day, Mar-c h 29, J91lll 
Memor i a 1 Audi I.o r i u111 
On Sta9A 
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I >er Li11denhat1111 
I >er N e11 gicr ige 
Mirn 
A11k111h .1li 
l 'mm Elij:i h 
The Friday Morning Music Club 
Elza Marques-Guard , President 
Beverly Travis. Prog ram C hairman 
Sh,1ni11 ll)'<T, 1:1,,,c 
E"'' Ad,1111npmdos , v;.,f;,, 
Ly,,,, C, 111b,1t ;: , H tU S(J (l,t 
L,.,-i T11r/"r, I /,i,psicl,onf 
Hccitat ivc and Air , 
" Dra w nc:ir, all ye people" 
Aria, " ls 11ot Hi swordlikcafirc," 
l'i ve C ::ipriccs ( 1 'HK) 
T w iligh1 h111 :isics ( l'IHS) 
Jam es 1-/mMcs.<, Bari1,111c 
C l)'dc 1',,rkcr, l'i,1110 
Kc1,i11 i\yl'.< lr, l'i1111 ,, 
hid:1Y, rv1., y I .\ l ' )HH 
11 :(I( I a. 111. 
C corg Phillip Tcle111a1111 
( 1 (,H 1- 17(,7) 
hrnz Sh11hcrt 
( 17'>7- 1 R2H) 
r'di x Mc11dclssnh11 
( IHO'J- 1 !M 7) 
Hnhcrt S1arer 
(h . 192~) 
STRATHMORE HALL 
ARTS CENTER 
STRATHMORE HALL FOUNDAllON, INC, 
10701 ROCKVILLE PIKE, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852, 301 /5 30-0540 
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Tuesd•y, September 27, 1988 
8:00 P.M. 
Chapel, Old M.tn 
Shippensburg University 
rROGRAM 
SONATA IND ,_.,Noa,"· 9 
SONATA. IND MtNOR, K . 10 
fl'Vl CAPAICl.S ( 19-481 
SONATA IND MAIO•, or. JI . 
Afft'91 0 
And,rnrir 
Sd1e1ro: Al~&ro "1vA.Cf' 
~ondo, Atle9t0. mA J\Ol'l 11 oppo 
lnte,.,laslon 
MIROIRS (Minon) 
I. N oouellH (NIRhl mo1tn) 
2. Oh,HVX u1nir, (S..d l'Muhl 
J U n f' 8.iirque 1u 1 l'ou:•n (A fkM • on rlH" Oc t',m) 
4 . Al>ot.lda dd g,.i,cl<»O (Aub .. 1df' o l II~ jeslf'f) 
5. LIV .... du dochN (TM V.al~y ol fl.rll1) 
•f'f'Choo;ien 
.. ~, 
Thl1 coou:11 11 tundt'd by II~ rf', ttv•l Cll.lmtH::, Mu \k. .A.$'M.X l.l 1lon. whl< h 
unduwrhir1 Che Summt'r fr,~ C~mbe1 Ofch~11r.11 Concen, Wf' wll.h 10 
th.at*- 1he1e c onwnonky musk kW«I lo, t heil jllf'IM!IOU\ IUf'lj>Ot l 
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THURSDAY AFfERNOON MUSIC CLUB 
SCHOLARSHIP BENEFIT CONCERT 
GUEST DAY 




KEVIN AYESH, pianist 
P R O G R A M 




Five Caprices (1948) ............... Robert Starer 
MIROIRS (Mirrors) ....................... 
Noctuelles (Night-moths) 
Oiseaux tristes (Sad Birds) 
Une Barque sur l'ocean 
(A Boat on the Ocean) 
Alborada del gracioso 
(Aubade of the Jester) 
La Vallee des cloches 
(The Valley of Bells) 
* * * * * 
Ravel 
Mr. Ayesh, a native of Wichita, is a candidate 
for the Doctor of Musical Arts Degree at the Un-
iversity of Maryland and a h,,111er winner of the 
Naftzger Piano Award who \'Ion the Maryl and State 
Music Teachers Association Collegiate Competition 
in 1987. He is the son of TAMC member Mid and 
Richard Ayesh and pupil of TAMC ll1ember, Elinor 
Aiken. 




F'ruitland Bapti"t Bible institute 
November 17, 1988 
8:00 p.m. 
Presented by 
The Visiting Art ist Program or 






sonata in D Minor, K. 9 
sonata in D Minor, K. 10 
sonata in D Major, op . 28 
1111egro 
l\ndante 
scherzo: 1111egro vivace 




rivo Preludes (1 957.l 
from KIRORS (Mirrors) 
Robert starer 
Rt1vel 
Noctuel leB (Night-moths) 
Uno Bt1rque sur 1 •ocean (l\ Bot1t on the 
ocet1n) 
l\lboradt1 del grRcioso (Horning Song 
of the Jester) 
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Henderson County Travel and Tourism 
in cooperation with 
Blue Ridge Community College 
presents 
Kevin Ayesh, Pianist 
Sunday, December 4, 1988 
3:00 PM 
Hendersonville High School Auditorium 
PROGRAM 




Nocturne in c minor, Op. 48, No. I .. .. . . . ..... . ..... .. . ..... C hopin 
Scherzo in b-flat minor, Op. 31 ... . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . ......... C hopin 
INTERMI SS I O N 
Three Israeli Sketches .. .. . .... . . .. . . . .. .. ..... . . .. . ... Robert Starer 
l. Pastorate 
2. Little White Sheep 
3. Dance 
"Christmas Tree" Suite, Selections . . ... . . .... . . . .. . ... . .. . . . .... Liszt 
Psallite - Old Christmas Song 
The Shepherds at the Manger (In duke jubilo) 
Scherzoso - "Lighting the Candles on the Tree" 
O ld Provincial C hristmas Song 
Adestc Fideles - March of the Three Holy Kings 
C horale, "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring" ... . .. ....... . ... . ... Bach-Hess 
NOTES 
Mr. Ayesh, originally from Wichita, Kansas, is currently Visiting Artist at 
Blue Ridge Community College. A former student of Dr. William Race, 
University of Texas, and Dr. Nelita True, University of Maryland, he is a 
doctoral candidate in Piano Performance and Piano Literature from the 
University of Maryland. Mr. Ayesh is recording the complete works for solo 
piano of Robert Starer. 
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THE NORTH CAROLINA 
VISITING ARTIST PROGRAM 
presents 
KEVIN A YESH, piano 
PAUL MORTON, tmmpet 
SUSAN MORTON, cello 
January 18, 1989 at 7:30 P.M. 
Henderson County Public Library 
Hendersonville, North Carolina 
P R O G R A M 
Fa ntasy Pieces for Cello 
and Piano, Op. 73 
Robert Sc humann 
( 1810-18 56) 
I. Zart und mit Ausdruck 
II. Lebhaft, leicht 
III. Rasch und mit Feuer 
At Home Alone (1980) 
1. Dialogue With The Self 
2. Opening Petals 
3. Dreams of Glory 
4. In the Birdcage 
5. A Faded Old Photograph 
6. Pop-time 
7, Herman the Brown Mouse 
8. A Small oriental Vase 
9. steps to the Attic 
10. Shadows on the Wall 
11. Deep Down the Soul 
12. Dancing Next Door 
Robert Starer 
(b. 1924) 
I H T E R M I S S I O N 
The swan 
Irish Folk Tunes, arranged 
tor Flugelhorn and Cello 
Sonata for Trumpet and Piano 
With strength and vigor 
Rather slowly and with fre e dom 












ARE Pl.EASED TO PRESENT 
KEVIN AYESII, 
Concert Pinnist and 
Vi siting Artist et 
Blue Ridge Camunity College 
In" 
IP-Cttrre - Recital 
0( lhe I/or.ks of Robert Stsrer 
l/e,!ner,eL1y Evening· 
June 7, 1989 
7:30 p.m. 
In Uv, Library Au:litorit.11 
l!encl~ rson County Public Library 
.101 N. Wa shington Street 
llen,for.sonville, North Csrolina 
* * * PROGRAH * * * 
PIANO flUS!C OF ROBERT STARER (b. 1924) 
Prelude end Toccata (191,6) 
Sona ta No. 1 (1950) 
Allegro frivolo 
Three I s raeli Sketches ( 1956) 
I. Pas tor.ale 
2. Little I/hit~ Sheep 
J. Dance 
Sonata No. 2 (1965) 
Evanescents (1975) 
TI!E IDF.Af. SEJ..f: fanta sy, Variati ons , and fugue 
on a song (1981) 
M l ight fantas ies (1 985 ) 
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Coll toge of Pine Attl 




"Piano Music of Robert Starer (b. 1924)" 
PROGRAM 
Prelude and Toccata (1946) 






Three lsraell Sketd, .. (195(,) 
r .. 10r11e 
Uttle Whtie Shttp 
°"""' 
Sonat• No. 2 (1965) 
At Ho me Alone (publ. 19RO) 
A FtdN.I Ohl Photogn,ph 
Htrmlfl 1he Brown M ou,e 
A s~n Oriffltal VIM. 
StepatottwAttk 
Slu.dowl on tht Wall 
O.ndng N"I Door 
THE IDEAL SELF: Panti\S)', Variations and Fugue on a Song ( 1981) 
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Depart1nent of M11sic 
Gout Arlf•I Strl,s 
S•a•on 1988-89 
KEVIN A YESH, Piano 
Thursday, July 6, 1989 All Faitlts Chapel Aud. 
11:30 a.m. 
PIANO MUSIC OF ROBERT STARER (b. 1924) 
Prelude and Toccata (1946) 
Sonata No. 1 (1949), 1II 
Allegro Frivolo 
Three Israeli Sketches (1956) 
· 1. Pastornle 
2. Little White Sheep 
3. Dance 
Sketches in Color, Set 1 (1963) 
1. Purple 
2. Shades of Blue 
3. Black and White 




Hcxahedron (A Figure Having Six Faces) (1971) 
1. Musingly 
2. Gurglingly 
3. Coolly but not chillily 
4. Doggedly, mulishly, almost pig-headedly 
5. Philosophically 
6. Frantically 
THE IDEAL SELF: Fantasy, Variations, and 






Depart111ent of Music 
Guul Arllll Strks 
s,,..1on 19113-89 
KEVIN A YESH, Piano 
Thursday, .July 6, 1989 
All Faiths Chapel Aud. 
1:30 p.m. 
PIANO MUSIC OF ROBERT STARER (b. 1924) 
Prelude and Toccata (1946) 
Sonata No. 1 (1949), Ill 
Allegro frivolo 
Twilight Fantasies (1985) 
Lullaby for Amittai (1952) 
Bugle, Drum, and Fife (1955) 
The Telegraph (l 955) 
Sketches in Color, Set 2 (1973) 
I. Maroon 
2 . Aluminum 
3. Silver and Gold 
4. Khaki 
5. Pepper and Salt 
6. Aquamarine 
7. Chrome Yellow 
THE IDEAL SELF: Fantasy, Variations, and 
Fugue on a Song (1981) 
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------v 1. ,_ 
WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA 
POLISH AMERICAN CLUB 
proudly presents 
KEVIN ,HESH 
Concert P ianist 
KevJn Ay esh , p r e sen t ly is Artist-in - Residence 
~t. the Blue Ridge ColDl!lunity Col lege , 
hrigina11y f rom Wi c hita, Kansas , Hr, Ayesh 
as studied at the Univ. of Texas and the 
Univ. of Maryland vhere he is a doctoral 
candidate in Piano Performance and Literature. 
~e has studied under Nelita True, William 
ace, and Thomas Schumac her. He has received 
many scholarships and avards and has been a 
fi n a list in several national competitions. 
Hr . Ayesh enjoys performing solo and chamber 
music from all style periods and has recorded 
t h e complete s o lo piano vorks of Robert Starer . 
Next year , Hr . Ayes h vill be Artist - in-
Re9idenc e at Gaston College. 
March 21 , 1990 
. . . . . . . 
P R O G R A H 
Wo lfgang Amadeus Mozart (1 756- 1791) 
Sonata in B-flat, K. 333 
All e gro 
Andante c antabil e 
Allegretto grazioso 
Robert §tarer (b . 1924) 
At Home Alone (1980 ) 
1 . Dialogue With The Self 
2. Ope ning Petals 
3 . Dreams of Glory 
4. In The Birdcage 
5. A faded Old Photograph 
6 . Pop- time 
7. Herman The Brovn House 
8 . A Small Oriental Vase 
9. Steps to The At ti c 
10. Shado vs o n The Wall 
11. Dee p Dovn The Soul 
12 . Dancing Next Door 
Fred~ri c Chopin (1810-1849) 
Etude i n G- flat Major , Op . 10, No . 5 
Noc turne in C min o r, Op . 49, No . 1 
Sc herzo in C sha rp Minor , Op. 39 
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MUSIC TEACHERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
., 
1990 NATIONAL CONVENTION 
umE ROCK, ARKANSAS 
MARCH 31,APRIU 
,, 
. '~ . 
.. ,;:,i•,· :· . 




4·4~ r .m. 
~:'1 'l rm -




·H S p.rn. 
'W'F.llNt:t.O,\Y. APRJT. ,i 
Ln 1111(' I >rmnn <.t1;11io n "Some 'Nt:"-·· \ tf' ,F 
Old Idea~ 11bou1 P~rformlng <:la.1:ii,k Mu,k"' 
\'( ' Ji :11 d o l"fHI do " "h en H:n·dn . M c•, ;if! :11ul 
lkcih,n·l·~ /i;i, c· n 111i11c·d d y n°:11nit ·;iRn" . \\ lu-n 
1lwir -: li,r " :itt· ·rnn ,;hon ·· or ,v lwn 1lwir p n l.11 
~ip,11 c;. m i:( h:u mo n it·"' Thi .. "(' ,;, in n . ,, ilh ;1 q1 u,·<· 
11011 p l' rind ;11 1lw t·nd. pro\'idr ~ h:H kR1 n 1111d for 
umkr-.r.mdin~ :ind u•.,nh inp. rl1c-o:t· ;ind o llirr p<.'r 
fnrtn:m i C' rrPbl•• rn,;; 
S;1nd1 ,, P Rn, t ·11hh1111 , The Com rnd A( :1dt·111v of 
Pc· rk ,rmin,R: An!- Bl'lmo nt. ~b ~."-arh11 ,;t·11 -: · 
R111'1 ll11lnH'~. Prt.':o.idinJt Ch~irm;-in 
Ll'< 1111t· ' l kmnn~r,arh)n· "'Te-chnolo,o· w:r:.c 
Oot"'"ln 'r 8)1f' .. 
Pr;11 lit·:1' :md p<."d;,p:11p:ic:illy <n11nd \\ :l},;; tn ll.'' (' :t 
d i~il.d !'><'' 1'1t·ru l' rcrnrdn :md MIDI kn+•n :ud in 
the 1r:1di1i11nal rriv;,tt• or cJ;t,;,; piano It' "";'" will he 
di '-n 1<:-:ed :1nd tlcrm1n!'>lr:t1rd. 
Lnui<.c <~''""· Nl• \v St hc,nl f, ,r Mu~k ~1111 l} . l'ri11t l' · 
1011 , Nt·w lcr!-t·, ·: S:un lloll:ind. IJniH·r •;in· o f Kt'll· 
Ille ky. l.c ; inp:H;n , Kt·1H11r ky 
fkirr \'Ctrner l 'rr-:it.l inp: Cluirm:rn 
CA.Hf'ttr l i .Jl 
l.t·, 1111 t · lk< i1:1 l "Th~ Compc:~ltlon!II C 4 H-<i/1 
of Roh<-n s ur~r: Compo'.'ll~r'!I C:ommtnrary 
with Mu~kal Exampln .. 
In thi5 ~(·'>.<ion tlc5ip:ncd for tht" ~111dio rr.r< hn :111d 
the collr ~t' fa n 1hy mcmhr r. Mr S1:1r1·r -.er ,; rht· 
q;1p:t· for heller undcr~r:indinp: o f hi <. IC":l ( h inJt 
picu·,;. :1nd <:halkn~in,:;i: virtup<.ci lirer.1111rc 
Ro l-<·11 S1:ucr. Broo klyn ColkRt' , C.:l 1NY. Hr<w,k lp1. 
Nt'w Y1Hk , .i ~.-. j,; red hr ,'i n clr("w Cnopn '-lrn. k . 
Soufh t· rn Ark;in ,;;1-. t !n ivn .,;/t)' . M:1~nr, li .1, 
Ark:111):;1,;;, and Ke \·in Ayc~h. nit,<· Rid~<· Cnmmu · 
nit~· Collt·~t·. FbTRTKk. FJortli (S~ ,1:1 -
Uiti1l iJI~f°,l.t'rt'si<liil~ r h:mm:1n ---· 
At f l n11l(' Aln n<· 
r t· r(11r111cd h)· 
Andrt·W Cnnrx•r,;frl( k 
MTNA Found;11lon ~tatc 2nd W.( · I' 
1)1,·l!'llon (halrmrn Mtt'tlnR 





Books and Articles 
Austin, William W. Music in the Twentieth Century. New 
York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1966. 
Hinson, Mauric e. Guide to the Pianist's Repertoire . 2 d - n I 
revised and enlarged ed. Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1987. 
Lewis, Dorothy E. "The Major Piano Works of Robert starer: 
A Style Analysis." D.M.A. dissertation, Peabody 
Conservatory of Music, 1978. 
Lewis-Griffith, Dorothy, and Bruce Archibald. "Robert 
Starer," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, 20 vols., ed . Stanley Sadie. London: 
Macmilla n, XVIII, 296-7. 
New York Public Library. 
Collection. Boston: 
Dictionary Catalog of the Music 
G. K. Hall and Co., 1981. 
Oja, Carol J., ed. American Music Recordings: A 
Discography of Twentieth Century U. s. Composers. 
Brooklyn: Institute for studies in American Music, 
Conserv~tory of Music, Brooklyn College of the City 
University of New York, 1982. 
Payne, Donald. "Achieving the Effect of Freedom in Musical 
Composition. 11 Piano Quarterly, 78 (Winter 1971-72), 
16-22. 
Schwann Record and Tape Guide. Boston: A. B. C. Schwann 
Publications, 1980-1987. 
Shelley, Percy. "Adonais." A Treasury of Great Poems. Ed. 
Louis Un~ermeyer. New York: Simon and Schuster, 
1955. 732-745. 
Schneider, John. "Mrs. Griffith Gives Excellent Recital." 
Atlanta Journal, 12 January 1976, 12-A. 
Starer, Robert . Continua: A Life in Music. New York: 
Random House, 1987. 
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--· Rhythmic Training. New York: MCA Music, 1969. 
Record Jacket Notes 
Anonymous. R b t R t · t o er a us, piano. Pro one, PR 158, n.d. 
starer, Robert. American Piano Music, Alan Mandel, piano. 
Grenadilla, GS 1020, 1977. 
The Music of Robert Starer. Desto, DC 7106, n.d. 
Published Music 
American Composers of Today: 23 Piano Piceces Imparting 
Appreciation of Contemporary Music. New York: Belwin 
Mills, 1965. 
Gershwin, George. Preludes for Piano. New York: New World 
Music Corporation, 1927. 
Starer, Robert. "Above, Below and Between." N.P.: 
Piedmont Music Co., Inc. (Sole Selling Agent: E. B. 
Marks Music Corp.), 1965. 
At Home Alone. New York: MCA Music, 1980. 
Bugl~, Drum and Fife. Bryn Mawr, PA: Theodore 
Presser Co., 1956. 
Conce~to No. 3 for Piano and Orchestra (Two-piano 
Reduction by the composer). New York: MCA Music, 
1977. 
Evanescents. New York: MCA Music, 1977. 
Five Caprices. New York: Peer International 
Corp. , 1950. 
Five Preludes. New York: MCA Music, 1965. 
Four Seasonal Pieces. New York: MCA Music, 1985. 
Games With Names, Notes and Numbers. New York: 
MCA Music, 1979. 
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Hexahedron (A Figure Having Six Faces). New York: 
MCA Music, 1971. 
The Ideal Self (For Soprano, Flute or Clarinet, and 
Piano). New York: MCA Music, 1979. 
The Ideal Self: Fantasy, Variations and Fugue on 
A Song (For Piano Solo). New York: MCA Music, 1985. 
Little Suite for Violin and Piano. Tel Aviv: 
Israeli Music Publications, Ltd., 1958. 
Lullaby (for Amittai). New York: Leeds Music, 
1954. 
Nofiah, Gadya, Mahal. Tel Aviv: Israeli Music 
Publications, Ltd, 1957. 
Prelude and Toccata. New York: Leeds Music, 1950. 
Seven Vignettes. New York: MCA Music, Leeds 
Music, 1950. 
Sketches in Color (Set I). New York: MCA Music, 
1964. 
Sketches in Color (Set 2). New York: MCA Music, 
1973. 
Sonata. New York: Leeds Music, 1953. 
Sonata No. 2. New York: MCA Music, 1968. 
Sync,)pated Serenade. New York: Lee Roberts Music 
Pub., 1964. 
The Telegraph. Bryn Mawr, PA: Theodore Presser 
Co. , 1956. 
Three Israeli Sketches. Tel Aviv: Israeli Music 
Publications Ltd., 1957. 
Twelve Pieces for Ten Fingers. New York: Sam Fox 
Publishing Co., Inc., 1963. 
Twilight Fantasies. 
1986. 





A Portrait of Robert Starer. 
New York: MCA Music, 1989. 
Book/cassette 
Interviews 
Starer, Robert. Personal interview. February 24, 1988, 
Brooklyn, NY. 
AR. 
Personal interview. April 15, 1988, Woodstock, NY. 
Telephone interview. September 28, 1989. 
Telephone interview. October 8, 1989. 
Telephone interview. February 15, 1990. 
Personal interview. April 4, 1990, Little Rock, 
Personal interview. April 5, 1990, Little Rock, 
AR. 
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DISCOGRAPHY OF STARER'S SOLO PIANO WORKS 
At Home Alone (selections: "Dancing Next Door, 1111 Deep Down 
the Soul, ""Dialogue With the Self,'"' A Faded Old 
Photograph,""Herman the Brown Mouse,""Pop-time"). In 
A Portrait of Robert Starer (cassette tape). Robert 
Starer, piano. MCA Music, 1989. 
Evanescents (1975). In American Piano Music. Alan Mandel, 
piano. Grenadilla, GS 1020, 1977. 
Five Preludes (1952). In Anthology of American Piano Music. 
Alan Mandel, piano. Desto, DC 6474-77, n.d. 
Five Preludes (1952). In Roberta Rust, piano. Roberta 
Rust, piano. Protone, PR 158, n.d . 
.1Ullaby (for Amittai) (1952). In Children's Piano Music. 
Menahem Pressler, piano. MGM E-3010, n.d. 
Sketches in Color (Set 1). In A Portrait of Robert Starer 
(cassette tape). Robert Starer, piano. MCA Music, 
1989. 
Sonata (1950). Dorothy Lewis, piano. Vox, VLR 1518, n.d. 
Sonata No. 2 (1965). In The Music of Robert Starer. Paul 
Schoenfield, piano. Desto, DC 7106, n.d. 
Three Israeli Sketches (1956). In Israeli Composers. 
Amiram Rigai, piano. Musical Heritage Society, 1653-
54, 1973. 
INDEX OF SOLO WORKS 
Above, Below and Between, iii, 61 
At Home Alone, ii, iii, iv, 7, 42-45, 70 
Bugle, Drum and Fife, iii, 59-60 
Evanescents, ii, 7, 32, 38-41, 57, 70 
Five Caprices, ii, 7, 11-13, 70 
Five Preludes, ii, iv, 24-29, 70 
Four Seasonal Pieces, iii, 57, 70 
Games with Names, Notes and Numbers, iv, 61-66, 70 
Hexahedron (A Figure Having Six Faces), ii, 36-38 
The Ideal Self: Fantasy, Variations and Fugue 
on a Song, iii, iv, 7, 31, 32, 45-57 
Lullaby (for Amittai), ii, 26-27, 29 
Nofiah, Gadya, Mahol, see Three Israeli Sketches 
Prelude and Toccata, ii, 8-11 
Seven Vignettes, ii, 21-23 
Sketches in Color, sets I and II, iii, iv, 7, 67-68, 70 
Sonata, ii, 7, 13-21 
Sonata No. 2, ii, iv, 7, 32-36 
Syncopated Serenade, iii, 61 
The Telegraph, iii, 59-60 
Three Israeli Sketches, ii, 7, 29-31 
Twelve Pieces for Ten Fingers, iii, 61-66 
Twilight Fantasies, iii, 7, 32, 57-58, 70 
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